
Materials Characterisations 
 

1. Intro- Monday 3rd Feb 
 

1.1. Polymers 
 
You can characterise polymers at either: 
 

1) Molecular Level: chemical composition chain structure via infra red/Raman 
spectroscopy (functional groups), nuclear magnetic resonance (functional groups), 
gel permeation chromatography (molecular weight and distribution) 

2) Bulk: morphology, properties via x-ray diffraction/scattering 
(crystallinity/composition), differential scanning calorimetry (thermal properties), 
+ONE MORE 

 
Infrared radiation & interaction w/ matter 
 
Insert picture 
 
High energy  low energy: Ionisation -> finish 
 
Electromagnetic waves 
 
Remember: oscillating charge  change in electric and magnetic field i.e.  
electromagnetic wave 
 
Summary  
 
Polymer = macromolecule composed of many repeat unit 
EM waves = radiating E. depending on their E, they will interact differently with matter.  
 

1.2. Intro to characterisation 
 
Characterisation = refers to the broad & general process by which a materials structure & 
properties are probed & measured. = fundamental process in materials. 
 
FEG SEM = field emission gun  
TEM = transmission electron microscopy  
 
2 imaging moulds w/SEM = secondary electron imaging, backscattered electron imaging 
 
Analysis: EBSD = electron backscattered diffraction – for phase identification & orientation 
measurement (grains) 
EDS = energy dispersive spectroscopy – chemical composition  
 
What can we study in SEM? 
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Topography & morphology (imaging)/rough or smooth? 
Chemistry (need to use EDS with) 
Crystallography (EBSD) - orientation & crystallography 
Orientation of grains (EBSD) 
In-situ experiment: reaction w/atmosphere, effects of temp, mechanical testing (e.g. micro 
bending test) – not tested 
  
= focused beam of electrons is scanned across region of sample. Images formed via signal 
detected at each point the beam scans.  
 
Magnification: M = L (screen size? - fixed no) / l (scanning length) 
 
Secondary phases, sem  
 

2. IR & Raman Spectroscopy - Monday 10th Feb 
 
IR = causes vibrational & rotational transitions in molecules 
        For absorption = Hz of radiation corresponds to Hz of vibration in molecule 

 
 
Low transmittance = high absorption of that particular wavelength  
 
Energy of molecule = absorption Hz 
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2.1. IR -17th Feb 
 
IR 
 
In industry – quality control and dynamic measurements 
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Forensic – identification for criminal and civil cases 
Non destructive technique  
Fast analysis  
 
Good quality: intensity not too high or too low, resolution and background 
 
Since C-C is symmetrical (lower dipole change), weak aborptions 
 
Tacticity  
 
= arrangement in space of side-groups on polymer 
 
Isotactic = same side 
Syndiotactic = alternating 
Atactic = random 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Additives  
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